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Abstract
The article proposes an approach to building probabilistic estimates of the spread of a social
engineering attack between two users, which takes into account the informational influence of
users. The theoretical significance of the study lies in creating a basis for the subsequent
modeling of multi-step social engineering attacks. The practical significance lies in the
formation of a base for software automation of identification of the most probable and critical
scenarios for the spread of social engineering attacks, and, as a consequence, the creation of a
tool that helps decision-makers to take effective measures to eliminate vulnerabilities.
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1. Introduction
Currently, social engineering remains the main trend in the field of information security threats [1].
In doing so, the worldwide move to digital technologies forces most organizations to expand their
presence on the Internet, which leads, among other things, to greater vulnerabilities [2], and also
encourages malefactors to invent new methods of social engineering attacks that can compromise even
the most knowledgeable users [3], [4]. In this regard, there is a need to create a tool that helps to increase
the level of security of employees and, indirectly, information systems from social engineering attacks.
An integrated approach to the creation of such a tool, based on the construction of estimates of the
security/vulnerability of users of information systems, was proposed in [5]. Also in their work, the
authors propose approaches to modeling multistep social engineering attacks — attacks in which not
one user is involved, but a chain. Such attacks represent a particular threat to the information security
of an organization, as they are aimed at obtaining particularly valuable information and important
documents [6].
To simulate multistep social engineering attacks, it is convenient to use the social graph of the
organization's employees [5]. The nodes of such a graph are associated with users of information
systems, and the edges are connections between them. According to [5] each nodes of the graph is
associated with a probabilistic estimate of the success of a one-way social engineering attack on a user
with whom this node is associated. When calculating the success scores for multistep social engineering
attacks, it is necessary to take into account both the success scores of a one-way attack and the strength
of the relationships between users. Online social networks can serve as an open source of information
about the relationships between users, and one of the ways to estimates the intensity of relationships
can be to estimate the informational influence of one user on another [7]. The goal of this study was to
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improve the approach to constructing probabilistic estimates of the spread of social engineering attacks
between two users by taking into account informational influence.
The novelty of the study lies in the development of a new approach to estimating the spread of a
social engineering attack between two users. The significance of the study lies in creating the basis for
the subsequent modeling of multistep social engineering attacks and laying the foundation for further
software automation.

2. Related works
A model describing the process of disseminating multiple information is proposed in [Error!
Reference source not found.]. It is based on a population dynamics model. The distinctive advantages
include taking into account the interaction between the disseminated information. The model is well
suited for numerical simulation, but it is inapplicable when looking for specific scenarios of attack
propagation.
The authors of [Error! Reference source not found.] propose an approach based on the
detection of overlapping communities to identify the nodes of a social graph, the dissemination of
information through which would maximize the number of target notes that are influenced. In [Error!
Reference source not found.] the problem of maximizing the influence is also considered, while an
adaptable probabilistic independent cascade model models the dissemination of information. These
approaches can be useful in the subsequent stages of this study. In addition, in this section, the study
[Error! Reference source not found.] seems to be interesting, the purpose of which is to find a set of
intermediate nodes that would help to maximize the probability of the influence of the initial node on
the target one; to achieve this goal, two different diffusion models are proposed. An approach to
quantifying social influence based on sociological theories and the theory of probabilistic reasoning
was proposed in [Error! Reference source not found.]. This approach is interesting in the context of
identifying the most influential user on a social network, but it is not very useful for modeling the spread
of a social engineering attack.
The model of information influence of one user on another, developed in [Error! Reference
source not found.], is based on public actions that users perform. For example, it can be posting a post,
leaving a comment, sending a gift, etc. This model is most suitable for this study, since it can be used to
obtain estimates of the interaction between two users, and generalize to a chain of users.

3. Model for obtaining probabilistic estimates of multistep social engineering
attacks
According to [Error! Reference source not found.], the estimate of the probability that a social
engineering attack will spread between users is calculated by the formula P  1  Q, where Q is estimate
of the probability that a social engineering attack will not spread between users, taking into account the
intensities of various types of communication. Q   1  qi n , where qi is estimate of the probability of
t
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success of a social engineering attack in one episode of interaction, nt is the number of episodes. Q was
proposed

to

calculate

as

follows:

Q  (1  prel )  (1  plikes )count_likes  (1  preposts )count_reposts 

(1  pcom_photos )count_photos  (1  pcom_groups )count_groups , where prel is the probability of success of the spread of

an attack from employee to employee, based on the type of communication declared in the social
network. As prel can be used the estimates obtained in [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. plikes , preposts ,

pcom_photos , pcom_groups are estimates of the probability of success of a social engineering attack, obtained
based on likes, reposts, shared photos and communities, count_likes, count_reports, count_photos,
count_groups is the number of such episodes

4. Model for calculating information influence of the user

Consider the model proposed in [Error! Reference source not found.] in the context of social
engineering attacks.
First of all, we introduce a set of agents N as a set of users of an information network U  U1 , ,U n  ,
which will consist of employees of the analyzed organization and their friends, information about which
can be obtained from open sources, namely from online social networks.
The set K consists of valid types of actions (for example, posting, liking). For unambiguous
identification of actions performed by users, we introduce  a set of actions, which will consist of
elements a, a  U i , Ki , Ti  , where U i is the user (U i  U ), who performed the action of the type

K j , ( K j  K ) at the moment of time Tk , (Tk  T ). We will assume that one user cannot perform an
action more often than 1 time per second, and the set T is discrete.
Let's define a binary partial order relation — a cause relation a  b . For example, let action a is the
publication of a post on online social network by a user U i at a moment in time Ti , an action b is
commenting to this post by a user U j at a moment in time T j Ti  T j  , then we can say that the action
a is the cause of the action b and for them we can set the relation a  b .
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  A  b  a  A : a  b. The introduction of such a set is required to further compare all the
consequences of the actions of a particular user to the set of all actions that he performed, and is one of
the ways to obtain a quantitative assessment of the influence of one user on another. Actions that are not
a consequence of any other actions can be distinguished into a separate set
0  b   a  A : a  b  a  b — a set of initial actions.
Let us introduce a significance function  : 2  [0; ) such that      0,  is monotonic
function,

if

A, B  , A  B,

then

  A    B  ,



is

additive,

  A  B     A    B  , A, B, A  B  . In other words, domain of the significance function is all
subsets of the set of actions, and this function assigns a non-negative number to a subset of the set of
actions.
Function  :   U matches the action of the agent who performed it.
According to [Error! Reference source not found.] the function of the influence user U i on the user
U j , on the one hand, can be based only on the initial actions of the agent, then it is set as follows:
  ( (U0i )  U j )
, (U j )  0

(U j )
 (U i ,U j )  
,

0,
 (U j )  0








where U j  a  |   (a) U j  is a set of agent actions U j U ,  (U0i )  b   0 |  a  Ui : a  b

is a set of actions that are the consequences of the initial actions of the agent U i  U .
On the other hand, the function of influencing the user U i on the user U j can be based on all the
actions of the agent, in which case it will be defined as follows:
  ( (Ui )  U j )
, (U j )  0

(U j )
 (U i ,U j )  
,

0,
 (U j )  0








where U j  a  |   (a) U j  is a set of agent actions U j U ,  (Ui )  b   |  a  Ui : a  b
many actions that are the consequences of all actions of the agent U i  U .

5. Probabilistic model of a multistep social engineering attack, taking into
account informational influence
To apply models (1) and (2) of information influence, we first of all expand the representation of the
action as follows a  U i , K j , Tk , a , where U i is the user (U i  U ), who performed an action of type





K j , a point in time Tk , Tk  T  in response to the action a  (Ul1 , Kl2 , Tl3 ), U l1 U , Kl2  K ,
Tl3  T , Tk  Tl3 .  If the action a is not a consequence of any other action: a  .  Then the set of initial

actions  0 can be represented as 0  a  pr4 (a)  , where pri (a) is a projection operation that
selects the i component of an element a . The set of all consequences of a subset of actions A   look
like  ( A)  b  a  A : pr4 (b)  ( pr1 (a), pr2 (a), pr3 (a)). The inclusion of the action a the element

a is necessary for better formalization of the considered models, as well as to simplify in the future the
programmatic specification of these objects. At the same time, such a task does not create a situation of
infinite nesting of actions.
Let's set the significance function  : 2  [0; ) , as the cardinality of the set to which it is applied

Ф( A)  A , A  . Then  takes the following form.
  (U )  U
i
j

, U j  


 (U i ,U j )  
.
U j

U j  
 0,
Let's reduce  (U i ,U j ) to probability estimates. We will assume that space  consists of
elementary events ij (the user U i has an impact on the user U j ). Let's introduce the following
restriction:  is finite,   m, where m  2n , n is the number of peaks in the considered social graph
of the organization's employees. σ-algebra A is the set of subsets , A  2. Let's check that the
function of influence of one user on another is a probabilistic measure:
 Non-negativity is evident from the assignment.
 Additivity was proved in [Error! Reference source not found.] the proposition 3.2.
 Finiteness follows from additivity and the fact that   m.
Thus,  (U i ,U j ) can be used to estimate the probability that a social engineering attack will spread
between users. The sought formula for the propagation of a social engineering attack from user U i to
U j will be as follows:

Pij  1  (1  prel )  (1   (U i ,U j )),
where prel is the probability of success of the spread of an attack from employee to employee, based
on the type of communication declared in the online social network,  (U i ,U j ) is the estimate of the
probability of the influence of one user on another.
Let us give an example of the calculation according to the resulting model. For clarity of
presentation, we will restrict ourselves to three considered users and three permissible types of their
actions. The set of users U  U1 ,U 2 ,U3 . The set of users permissible actions K  K1 , K2 , K3  , where

K 1 is posting, K 2 is post commenting, K 3 is post liking. User action sets are defined as follows:

U  U1 , K1 ,T1 ,  , U1 , K3 ,T4 ,(U 2 , K1 ,T2 )  , U1 , K1,T7 , ,
1

U  U2 , K1 ,T2 ,  , U2 , K2 ,T6 ,(U3 , K1 ,T5 )  , U 2 , K3 ,T8 ,(U1 , K1 ,T7 ) ,
2

U  U3 , K1 ,T3 ,  , U3 , K1 , T5 , . Let the user U 2 marked U 1 as a "best friend", then, according to
3

[Error! Reference source not found.] p12
rel  0,7838, other types of connections are characterized by
being in the list of friends prel  0,2938.
Let us calculate the probability of success of the spread of a social engineering attack from user U 1
to user U 2 .

 (U1 )  U 2 
1
  1  0, 2162  1    0,8559.
P12  1  (1  0,7838)  1 


U 2
 3


Let us calculate the probability of success of the spread of a social engineering attack from user U 1
to user U 3 .

 (U1 )  U3 
0
  1  0,7062  1    0,2938.
P13  1  (1  0, 2938)  1 


U 3
 2


That is, according to the estimates obtained, the probability that a social engineering attack will
spread from user U 1 to user U 2 is higher than from U 1 to U 3 .

6. Conclusion
Thus, the article proposes an approach to constructing probabilistic estimates of the spread of a social
engineering attack between two users by taking into account the informational influence of users. The
theoretical significance of the study lies in creating a basis for the subsequent modeling of multistep
social engineering attacks. The practical significance lies in the formation of a base for software
automation of identification of the most probable and critical scenarios for the development of social
engineering attacks, and, as a consequence, the creation of a tool that helps decision-makers to take
effective measures to eliminate vulnerabilities.
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